EV® X-LINE™ SUB BASS EXTRAVAGANZA FOR KORN IN THE
U.K.
Nu-Metal rock pioneers Korn played a sell-out gig at the London Apollo using
the EV X-Line line array loudspeaker system in an unprecedented
configuration: a 1:1 ratio of line-array cabinets to subwoofers.
The system was designed by Chris Marsh of Major Tom, who described it as
"Phenomenal! Korn is predominantly about strong low-end frequencies, so
they used every bit of the energy in the subs. This was the first time I'd put
together a system like this. It was incredibly loud!"
With (10) EV Xvls high-output cabinets per side, and (10) X-subs per side,
Marsh admitted that he was glad that Korn had their own sound engineer to
mix the show, commenting, "That kind of level hurts."
Major Tom has also been using X-Line at the Belfast Odyssey Arena, where
their annual indoor festival is being headlined by the legendary Bob Dylan.
Marsh has set up a very different system, using (8) Xvls and (2) Xvlt
enclosures per side and a mere (14) X-subs distributed at left, right and
center. The side hangs each consist of (4) Xvls and 2 Xvlts boxes, with a
number of EV Xi-1152 boxes for in-fills, out-fills and side-fills.

For full details on all Electro-Voice products, please visit
www.electrovoice.com
Electro-Voice® is a professional audio brand of Telex Communications, Inc.,
a leader in the design, manufacture and marketing of sophisticated audio,
wireless, multimedia, aircraft, broadcast and communications equipment for
commercial, professional and industrial customers. Telex Communications
markets its products in more than 80 countries under the brands EV®,
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